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AERA: Similarities in the Lives of Piaget and Vygotsky
Susan Pass, Ed.D

The pedagogical legacies of both Piaget and Vygotsky remain to be rediscovered

in the light of their similarities, pondered, and applied anew for the suitable education of

America's youth in the 21st century. Both Piaget and Vygotsky wrote pedagogues that

evolved from environments both personal and societal. These events drew forth both

men's most deeply ingrained attitudes about their own identities and their most strongly

held values and beliefs about personal conduct and education.

To explore this thesis, history will serve as a tool functioning toward greater

understanding of the major ideas contained in both cultural-historical theory and genetic

epistemology as they apply to American education. Since no comparative biographical

study has yet been done on both men, scholars have missed the significance of adversity

in both Piaget's and Vygotsky's lives. Yet, this determinant has an important message for

either students suffering from adversity or teachers attempting to help them.

Educational philosophies become more vivid in a historical study. This focus on

the similarities in the lives of both men can offer a unique opportunity to enlighten

scholars on the personal origins of their ideas, provide information for present classroom

techniques, and offer predictions for future pedagogical trends. Methodology can

eliminate most problems, but not all, in historical work.

Bias is very difficult to completely eliminate. For example, the facts themselves

might be biased (Gall, Borg & Gall, 1983, p. 799). Because those writing on Vygotsky

could not reveal completely all that they honestly knew for fear of harm from a

Communist government, published information on Vygotsky may be biased. Because this

work must deal with published, public information, some biographical facts might not be
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included. Furthermore, earlier information on Vygotsky was destroyed when the

Germans destroyed his hometown, Gomel, during World War II.

In addition, information on Piaget also appears to be biased in that much of it

views him in a positive way. His father was prominent enough to protect him through

young adulthood. Thus, reporting that Piaget was in the mountains at tubercular

sanitariums covered up two hospitalizations for mental anxiety. Piaget himself

contributed to the information available though five autobiographies that served to not

only explain his life but also commend himself to history. The Swiss also laud Piaget as a

"favorite son" and have not rushed to harm his record.

Although Vygotsky authored or co-authored six books and 180 papers before he

died at the age of 37 in 1934, in none of them did he discuss personal matters. Instead,

his published works included only his pedagogical ideas and the research proving those

ideas correct. Additionally, Vygotsky shared few of his pedagogical ideas or opinions

with members of his family or with his friends. Perhaps this apparent secrecy was

because, during the time of Stalin's repression, Vygotsky might have wanted to protect

his family and friends. While purges were endemic, the less Vygotsky's loved ones knew

about ideas which Stalin opposed, the safer it was for them. In any case, the focus of all

of Vygotsky's published works seemed to be purely professional.

Of the few biographies published on Vygotsky, only one discussed how Vygotsky

said his personal life impacted his ideas. Even there, the lone comment that Vygotsky

did make was on the origin of only one idea. Although Vygotsky's parents created zones

of proximal development for their children and Vygotsky later created them for Gomel,

Vygotsky credited the idea for the term "zone of proximal development" or ZPD to the
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American Dorothea McCarthy (Kozyurev & Turko, 1935). McCarthy, however, gave

only the term. It was Vygotsky who created the concept. Nevertheless, Semen Dobkin,

Vygotsky's childhood friend; A.N. Leont'ev; a longtime colleague; and Gita Vygodskaya,

his eldest daughter, did provide some information.

She remembered her father as a very busy man who always made time for his

children and shared his crowded study with them. At the end of the Cold War,

Vygotsky's eldest daughter wrote a paper about her father that reported nothing on what

motivated him to create cultural-historical theory. She also opened up a closet in her

Moscow apartment to westerners that housed her father's personal papers. There was

little personal information in her father's papers, so searching for other sources on

Vygotsky's life was one of the challenges of this work.

In contrast, there are four biographies and four autobiographies on the longer-

living Piaget. Jean Piaget lived until 1980 and was a prolific author writing over 50

books, 180 major studies, 500 papers, 37 volumes in the series Etudes d'Epistemologie

Genetique, and published, brief autobiographies. He wrote a short autobiography in 1952,

A History of Psychology in Autobiography, which gave some personal information on

his understanding of how he conceived his ideas. Two other short autobiographieswere

to follow, but they were mainly restatements of the first.

Then, in 1976, a more definitive autobiography was published in Revue

Europeenne des Sciences Sociales that expanded upon his motivation for creating genetic

epistemology. Piaget also provided material for Christine Nasso, who authored a brief

biography on him in Contemporary Authors in 1969. Additionally, Piaget published two

works refuting biographers whose interpretations on the origins of his pedagogical ideas

-2
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with which he disagreed. Outside of these publications, there is little information

available as to how Piaget conceived his ideas and no work that encompasses the origins

of more than a few of his pedagogical ideas.

Even in his autobiography, Piaget was not prolific in this regard. This silence

could have been due to modesty, assuming that he believed the world was more

interested in his ideas than in him, or perhaps, deep down, Piaget really loved his parents

and wanted to protect their memory. Despite this, enough primary and secondary facts

were obtainable through on-line retrieval over the World Wide Web and through personal

e-mail correspondences with sources in America, Russia, Switzerland, England, and New

Zealand to provide sufficient information for this work.

In summation, there were sufficient primary and secondary sources to conduct

this study. This study is based on the belief that more than just a researcher conducting

inquires on emerging hard facts on a whim creates theory. "No one creates in a vacuum"

(Bruner, 1967, p. 3). Vygotsky lived in a milieu of state-controlled ideas upon intellectual

thought while Piaget's work reflected the intellectual environment of a free society.

These different environments impelled both Vygotsky and Piaget to bring to their

research efforts a personal background that not only gave birth to their research but also

influenced its scope and perspective.

To easily observe the similarities in the lives of both men, the reader is asked

to look at the attached timeline.
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